The newly won "Free

time"
professional INDEPENDENCE

The newly won "free time”. Professional
independence. Frank Duval and Kalina
Maloyer also use it to engage in social
projects, now with even more
insistence. They intensify a project
which they have taken to heart since
the 70´s: They help the poor and ill
children of this world. They finance the
construction of a childcare centre in
Sao Paulo (Brazil), a refuge for sexually
abused children in Sri Lanka, as well
as, in the south of India, a home for
boys and girls who are polio victims.
This is undertaken by the couple
privately and without publicity from the
media. This participation, the on-site
action, is also integrated into his work.

The song "Children of Our Time”,
comes to life at this time (1989), a
song dedicated to the forgotten children
of our time.

With his following album "Touch my soul",
Frank Duval finally caters for one of the
discographic highlights of the year.
Already the title-song – a tender
"declaration of love to love" (East West
records) has a very sympathetic effect.
"Touch my soul, teach me to love."
This musical creation turns into meditation of the heart. "Love is an easy way
of healing." It is about love as light, as
a healing force. Spoken metaphors, which
Duval takes up again and again – with
which he, however, to use his own words,
has certain "reservations."

"It is this difficult walking on the edge.
On one side, I have problems with
concepts such as love, light and vibration,
because they are exhausted and strained
by the pseudo-esoteric industry, to the
point of rejection. On the other hand, I
want to express myself, and realize that I
cannot get round certain preconceived
concepts.
So where does the composition, the lyrics,
start without entering the realm of wouldbe esoteric. The essence of an analysis
consists of the attempt to recognize
things. For me this means: Leaving it
open, gaining space, honesty. If I am
honest, I can express myself in the way I
want to. You will understand me."

